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ALL ABOUT
OUTDOORS!
IN & OUT COLLECTION
Spring/Summer ~ 2021
Terraces, balconies and gardens are the focus of our new alfresco
collection. Let’s welcome the warm weather, and soak up the sunshine.
No matter the size, we’ve got the perfect solution for every outside
space, from compact pieces for the urban balcony to corner sofas
for a generous terrace. Featuring this years on trend and natural
materials such as terracotta, terrazzo, rope and recycled PET fabrics.
Combined with the trending colour palette of neutrals, green and
terracotta tones, to help you create unique, colourful and inviting spaces.
This new collection is designed to create a feeling of in & out living, with
versatile pieces that create flow between your indoors and outside, all
year round.

Nadin armchair and Dalila cushion

www.laforma.com.au
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In the mood for
Terracotta

Terracotta tones...
Your home should be as well-dressed as you, so fill
your outdoor space with personality. This collection,
with its natural materials and colour palette in
terracotta tones, will turn every head.
The materials, such as terracotta, terrazzo, rope and
PET, are all big, eye-catching trends. Designed for
fashion forward terraces and gardens where pops of
colour add interest to open spaces.

Nadin two-seater sofa S737J86

The world at your feet!
Dalila alfresco decor is made
with 100% PET plastic,
from recycled bottles recovered
from the ocean.

Warm and earthy tones, a focus on natural materials and layers of
textured finish complete this look
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Dalila rug AA8236J06
Dalila 45 x 45 textured cushion KAA8232J10
Dalila 30 x 50 cushion KAA8229J86
Dalila pouf AA8231J12

www.laforma.com.au
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Every home needs that special spot
to retreat to. A space to relax and
refresh after a long week, or to take
time-out in the sunshine.
Add a spacious chair, some greenery
shown off in textural planters, and
layer in colour and comfort, with rugs
and cushions to create your very own
space to just ‘be’.

Abeli armchair CC2243J86 +colours
Dalila 30 x 50 cushion KAA8229J86
Our full range of planters and decor is available online

Vilena coffee table CC2226PR86
Karlina set of 2 planters AA7827PR86

“Terracotta features heavily in this
seasons collection, as a sustainable
material, with a low carbon
footprint, it is also fully recyclable
using environmentally committed
processes”.
~Jordi Díaz
Designer

Samantha armchair CC2194J86 +colours
Dalila 60 x 60 cushion KAA8228J12
Dialma outdoor lamp AA7964S05
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Nadin sofa S737J86 +colours
Nadin armchair S736J86 +colours
Dalila rug AA8236J06
Jenell coffee table CC2223PR05
Elianis hanging chair with base CC5971J86

A relaxing
hideaway
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The joy of
outdoor dining
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Your home can be a match for any restaurant! It is the
perfect place to give your inner chef free reign, and have an
outdoor space ready for sharing, relaxing, and enjoying long
afternoons or impromptu dinner parties.
Sachi enamelled dinnerware
View our full kitchen collection online

+ colours
Shanelle Ø120cm table
CC2259PR01

You’ll never
want to come
inside!

+ colours
Sheryl dining chair CC5078J86

Incorporate style and nature in your
space... Grouping terracotta planters
of different heights, sizes and textures
will give your plants a fitting display.
View our terracotta planter range
online at www.laforma.com.au.
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Nadin dining chair CC2234J86
Shanelle Ø120cm table CC2258PR05
Janaina set of two planters AA8280K86
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Keeping it Green

Abeli armchair CC2243J19

Create your own
urban jungle
oasis...

For nature lovers, our new collection helps keep it green!
Layer up with plants to create your own urban jungle.
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Nadin armchair S736J19
Dalila pouf AA8231J06
Glynis side table CC2016PR03

www.laforma.com.au

Terrazzo trend

“

Terrazzo is a classic material
that has returned as a style in
its own right.
Federico Bergamino
~Product Designer

“

We love to see a fusion between outside and
in. Encourage flow between your spaces by
incorporating similar materials in both areas.
Finish with greenery throughout to create your
own urban jungle.
The terrazzo finish of Jenell and Tella is an on
trend, contemporary look that you can enjoy
year round. Say Yes! to terrazzo and see what
its urban good looks can do for your in and out
space.

Jenell side table
CC2221PR01

+ colours

Our newest rope chairs are designed to add an effortless vibe
to any room, in and out. The play of light through the hand
braided rope adds extra visual interest to your dining.

Looking for a trendy table? Concrete
is a great choice to help you create an
urban vibe
year round

+ sizes

+ colours
Majela chair CC2228J19
Itai table Ø 90cm CC2219PR03
Isabellini chair + colours
Tella table Ø 70cm CC1972PR01
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+ colours
Yanet chair CC2190J19

www.laforma.com.au
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Black & Metal

Glynis chair CC2034J01 + colours
Itai Ø 120cm CC2218PR03 + sizes

On into the
night!
Dinesh table lamp
AA7968S05

Brighten up your summer nights with our outdoor
lamps. USB re-chargeable and fully portable,
so you can bring light into the darkest corners.
Discover our complete outdoor lighting collection
and light up your space!

Shades of grey, concrete, terrazzo and metal, offset with black
detailing complete this look, for a classic contemporary space.
Dinesh table lamp AA7973S05
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Outdoors
all day, everyday!
Comfort and design unite in the Mareluz lounge
collection. This light design will make your outdoors
feel bigger and brighter... The perfect place to stay and
relax all day, everyday.

Mareluz armchair S734J03
Mareluz sofa S733J03
Jenell side table CC2221PR05
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Everyone
in the corner!

Duka modular sofa set in white
S656J03

There is room for all with the Duka sofa, making it
your perfect outdoor companion.

Dianela lamp
AA7965S03
Elbia rug
AA8224J03

Being modular, it adapts easily to any space or
occasion. With room for all the drinks, snacks and a
good book with the inbuilt side tables and matching
coffee table.
With its aluminium structure, you can safely place
it outdoors, just add some alfresco ready decor to
complete the look.

Duka modular sofa set in brown
S655J10
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Sunday mood...
There’s no place like home! Relax outside, find
your favourite spot and settle in... We’ve made it
easy for you with our new collection of hanging
chairs.

Hanging
for the
weekend

Available with or without the base frame, you
can relax into its included cushions and see your
tranquillity taken to the next level, as you swing
into the weekend!

Florina hanging chair & base
CC5970FN10

Cira brown hanging chair CC5962FN46
Dalila 45 x 45 cushion KAA8227J12
Dalila pouf AA8231J12
Jenell side table CC2221PR03

Elianis hanging chair & base
CC5971J86
Denpasar planter
AA8163K86
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Cira green hanging chair & base
CC5969FN35
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Glynis chair in terracotta CC0555J86
Glynis table Ø 120cm CC2014PR03

It’s only natural
Connecting with nature, creating a singular look
and respecting the environment all come together
with the Galit and Glynis collection.

Galit chair in beige
CC2004J11

Glynis table Ø 120cm
CC2014PR03
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Galit chair in green
CC2004J19

Glynis table 200cm
CC2013PR03

Designed to add a sustainable and unique feel
to your indoors or alfresco. While their organic
shape highlights the natural beauty and unique
tones and textures of their materials.

Glynis coffee table
CC2015PR03

www.laforma.com.au

Glynis side table
CC2016PR03

Glynis table 200cm CC2013PR03
Galit chair in beige CC2004J11

www.laforma.com.au
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WE CARE

Dalila PET rug
The world at your feet!
We’ve made this amazing rug
from 400 recycled PET bottles.

Sustainability goes far beyond
the product
Which is why our ethos covers a whole
range of aspects, from raw materials
to production processes, suppliers, our
company and its facilities, the design
process, social responsibility projects and
much more.

Our commitment
to people and the planet...
Because sustainability is more than just sustainable products
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“We want our social and environmental
conscience to be as much a part of our
brand and products, as design and quality.”
Francesc Julià
~ Founder

www.laforma.com.au
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

IN & OUT

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS

Yanet stool
Green
CC2193J19

Yanet stool
Terracotta
CC2192J86

Glynis table
Ø 120 cm
CC2014PR03

Glynis table
200 cm
CC2013PR03

Majela chair
Green
CC2228J19

Itai cement table
Ø 90 cm
CC2219PR03

Itai cement table
Ø 120 cm
CC2218PR03

Shanelle table
Ø 120 cm
CC2259PR01

Shanelle table
Ø 120 cm
CC2258PR05

Surpik chair
Beige
CC1745S12O

Surpik chair
Black
CC1745S02O

Duka modular corner sofa and coffee table
Brown
S655J10

Yanet chair
Green
CC2190J19

Yanet chair
Terracotta
CC2189J86

Abeli armchair
Terracotta
CC2243J86

Galit chair
Beige
CC2004J11

Galit chair
Green
CC2004J19

Glynis chair
Terracotta
CC0555J86

Glynis chair
Black
CC2034J01

Isabellini chair
Beige
CC5195S12

Isabellini chair
Black
CC5195S01

Isabellini chair
Mustard
CC5195S31

Majela chair
Beige
CC2228J11

Nadin Chair
Green
CC2232J19

Nadin Chair
Terracotta
CC2234J86

Sheryl chair
Terracotta
CC5078J86

Surpik chair
Mustard
CC1745S31O

Surpika chair
Beige
CC5196S12

Surpika chair
Black
CC5196S01
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Duka modular corner sofa and coffee table
White
S656J03

Mareluz three-seater sofa
S733J03

www.laforma.com.au

Mareluz armchair
S734J03

Tella table
Ø 70 cm
CC1972PR01

Abeli armchair
Green
CC2243J19

Nadin armchair
Green
S736J19
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For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.

IN & OUT

Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

HIGHLIGHTS
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Jenell coffee table
CC2223PR05

Nadin sofa
Terracotta
S737J86

Jenell side table
Cement
CC2221PR03

Vilena side table
CC2225PR86

Dalva planter
AA7835PR86

Denpasar planter
AA8163K86

Elima planter
AA8165K86

Karlina planters
Set of 2
AA7827PR86

Kawanti planters
Set of 2
AA5976PR05

Lelis planter
AA7829PR05

Luigina planter
AA7837PR86

Subject planter
AA8164K86

Dinesh table lamp
AA7968S05

Dinesh table lamp
AA7973S05

Dinesh floor lamp
AA8281S05

Nadin sofa
Green
S737J19

Samantha armchair
Dark grey
CC1216J10

Samantha armchair
Black
CC1216J01

Samantha armchair
Mustard
CC1216J31

Samantha armchair
Green
CC2195J19

Samantha armchair
Terracotta
CC2194J86

Vilena coffee table
CC2226PR86

Celi planters
Set of 2
AA7825PR86

Cira hanging chair
with base
CC5968FN46

Cira hanging chair
with base
CC5969FN35

Florina hanging chair
with base
CC5970FN10

Elianis hanging chair
with base
CC5971J86

Glynis coffee table
CC2015PR03

Janaina planters
Set of 2
AA8280K86

Cira hanging chair
no base
CC5962FN46

Cira hanging chair
no base
CC5963FN35

Florina hanging chair
no base
CC5964FN10

Elianis hanging chair
no base
CC5965J86

Glynis side table
CC2016PR03

Luigina planter
AA7836PR86
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Jenell side table
Black
CC2221PR01

Jenell side table
White
CC2221PR05

Nadin armchair
Terracotta
S736J86

www.laforma.com.au
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IN & OUT

HIGHLIGHTS

Dialma table lamp
AA7964S05

Dianela table lamp
AA7965S03

Dalila PET cushion
Beige 45 x 45cm
KAA8232J10

Dalila PET cushion
Green 45 x 45cm
KAA8232J11

Dalila PET cushion
Beige 45 x 45cm
KAA8235J12

Dalila PET cushion
Green 45 x 45cm
KAA8234J20

Dalila PET cushion
Beige 45 x 45cm
KAA8227J12

Dalila PET Cushion
Beige 60 x 60cm
KAA8228J12

Dalila PET cushion
Terracotta 30 x 50cm
KAA8229J86

Dalila PET cushion
Green Ø 45cm
KAA8230J20

Dalila PET pouf
Beige
AA8231J12

Dalila PET pouf
Green
AA8231J06

Aien PET rug
Multi 160 x 230cm
AA8222J10

Catiana PET rug
Brown 60 x 90cm
AA8226J11

Catiana PET rug
Green 60 x 90cm
AA8226J20

For our full range and product
specifications, visit our website.
Trade login accesses live stock
availability, pricing and easy online
ordering.
Catiana PET rug
Grey 60 x 90cm
AA8226J03
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Dalila PET rug
Multi 160 x 230cm
AA8236J06

Elbia PET rug
Brown 160 x 230cm
AA8224J11

www.laforma.com.au

Elbia PET rug
Grey 160 x 230cm
AA8224J03

Elbia PET rug
Mustard 160 x 230cm
AA8224J29

www.laforma.com.au
www.laforma.com.au
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GET IN TOUCH
BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

58 Robertson Street
Fortitude Valley. QLD. 4006
M: +61 456 644 477

Unit 12, The Alex,
40-42 O’Riordan Street
Alexandria. NSW. 2015
M: +61 421 948 733

Unit 3,
278 Ferntree Gully Road
Notting Hill. VIC. 3168
M: +61 439 209 466

Trade showrooms via appointment

Sales@laforma.com.au

(03) 8795 4400

